
“CASI international pass "

CASI international pass "is the internationalization sector that offers first orientation services, information
and assistance on issues related to foreign trade. Both companies that have already undertaken commercial
relations with other countries and those willing to do so, will find in the ASI Consortium of Salerno an
attentive and competent interlocutor, who thanks to the synergy with the wealth of information of the other
institutions that support Italian exports (i Competent ministries, the Regions, the ICE-Agency, SIMEST and
SACE), is able to respond promptly to any question on the subject.
Through  the  "CASI  international  pass"  desk  and  the  use  of  the  email  address
casesinternationalpass@asisalerno.it (pending the activation of a specific web platform) it is possible:

· Have access to information on countries and markets, economic sectors, international regulations and
market trends;
Obtain  information  on the  formalities  to  open an  import-export  company  and on  the  steps  to  take  to
undertake an international commercial operation, on the principles of international marketing essential for
building an adequate strategy, and you will be able to know the level of exportability of the products;
·  Request  specialized  assistance  on  certification,  customs,  tax  and  insurance  procedures;  international
regulations; dissemination of programs and calendars;  incorporation of companies abroad, international
contracts; international and EU funding, information on the opportunities offered by Simest and Sace;
·  Know the  regulations  and provisions  on the  documents  needed  to  export,  international  conventions,
certificates, visas and all the documents necessary to undertake business relations with abroad.
·  Consult  the  list  of  promotional  initiatives  such  as  missions,  participation  in  trade  fairs  and  special
initiatives undertaken inside and outside the Chamber system.
· Access a free consultancy service, to obtain personalized answers on the most complex questions raised in
the  course  of  transactions  with  foreign  countries.  In  this  case,  the  manager  will  provide  a  dedicated
response within 3 days.
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